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After a childhood of misery and a life built on lies, can you ever find peace? In the follow-
up to Our Little Secret, Rosie Goodwin weaves another captivating saga in Crying
Shame - the story of a mother and daughter's search for a brighter tomorrow. Perfect
for fans of Cathy Sharp and Kitty Neale. Claire Nightingale is haunted by the memory of
childhood abuse and the painful choices she was forced to make. Longing to find
peace, she knows she must first confront her demons. Moving to Solihull with her
adopted daughter Nikki, she tries to make amends with the family she left behind. But
Claire is not the only one hurting: Nikki is scarred by her own abusive past, and their
relationship, once loving, becomes fraught with tension and resentment. Struggling to
come to terms with their pain, it is not long before ghosts from the past bring a new
threat that jeopardises the possibility of any future happiness... What readers are
saying about Crying Shame: 'Once I picked the book up, I simply had to read on. Rosie
writes with real passion, and, as in all of her novels, the characters are truly real' 'A
fantastic follow-up to Our Little Secret! This book did not disappoint, I found it hard to
put down. Rosie is a wonderful author'
Congressional RecordProceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
When two floundering young girls find strength and friendship in one another, the path
to happiness finally seems tangible... Rosie Goodwin's ebook No. 1 bestselling saga,
No One's Girl, is sure to bring a tear to your eye, and a smile to your lips. Perfect for
fans of Nadine Dorries and Lindsey Hutchinson. '[A] moving, at times tearjerker of a
novel... A beautifully woven tale of tangled lives... An author able to balance emotions,
especially love, with skill and wise involvement' - Coventry Evening Telegraph Jane
Reynolds' father dominates her life. Though she seems a devoted daughter, his cruelty
has left her afraid to love. After his sudden death she becomes a virtual recluse, leaving
her small farm only to sell the fruit and vegetables she grows. But everything changes
on a dark, cold night when she finds a young runaway hiding near her cottage. Alice,
too, is unloved and in pain, and as the pair become friends, Jane begins to wonder
whether she could offer the girl the loving home she's never had. But dark secrets in
both their pasts threaten everything Jane hopes for... What readers are saying about
No One's Girl: 'This is the second book of Rosie Goodwin's I have read and all I can
say is: I can't wait to read more! Rosie is undoubtedly the best author I have come
across recently and I find myself unable to put her books down - even when reaching
for the tissues! Her descriptions and ability to tackle difficult subjects is first class. Well
done Rosie!' 'I have just finished reading No One's Girl and felt I had to write in to say
how much this book surprised and delighted me! Rosie Goodwin has a very rare talent
for capturing the voices of all her characters. I do have one warning though, don't take
this book into the bath with you unless you are prepared to come out wrinkled like a
prune. It is a page turner that you just can't put down and filled with enough surprises to
keep you hooked and guessing right up to the very end. All in all, a fantastic read'
The author of In the Footsteps of Jesus and The Biblical World presents a family guide
to the Bible that, told through exquisite art and artifacts, tells the stories of Biblical
characters and highlights their greater meaning for mankind.
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The story of Cinderella as you've never heard it before ... A girl whose fortunes have
plummeted from wealthy aristocrat to servant-girl. A magic hazel twig. A prince. A
desperate escape from danger. This is not the story of a girl whose fairy godmother
arranges her future for her. This is the story of Selena, who will take charge of her own
destiny, and learn that her magic is not to be feared but celebrated. Pure fairytale - with
all the romance, magic and adventure that goes along with it.
One of Esquire's Most Anticipated Books of 2019 As seen in the Summer Reading
Previews of Esquire • NYLON • BuzzFeed • BookRiot • Southern Living The World
Doesn’t Require You announces the arrival of a generational talent, as Rion Amilcar
Scott shatters rigid genre lines to explore larger themes of religion, violence, and
love—all told with sly humor and a dash of magical realism. Established by the leaders
of the country’s only successful slave revolt in the mid-nineteenth century, Cross River
still evokes the fierce rhythms of its founding. In lyrical prose and singular dialect, a
saga beats forward that echoes the fables carried down for generations—like the
screecher birds who swoop down for their periodic sacrifice, and the water women who
lure men to wet deaths. Among its residents—wildly spanning decades, perspectives,
and species—are David Sherman, a struggling musician who just happens to be God’s
last son; Tyrone, a ruthless PhD candidate, whose dissertation about a childhood game
ignites mayhem in the neighboring, once-segregated town of Port Yooga; and Jim, an
all-too-obedient robot who serves his Master. As the book builds to its finish with
Special Topics in Loneliness Studies, a fully-realized novella, two unhinged professors
grapple with hugely different ambitions, and the reader comes to appreciate the
intricacy of the world Scott has created—one where fantasy and reality are eternally at
war. Contemporary and essential, The World Doesn’t Require You is a “leap into a
blazing new level of brilliance” (Lauren Groff) that affirms Rion Amilcar Scott as a writer
whose storytelling gifts the world very much requires.
In care at four. A runaway at six. On the streets at fifteen. For some kids, there's no
hope. Rosie Goodwin writes an unforgettable saga in The Boy From Nowhere, a tale of
a young boy's desperate search for a place to call home. Perfect for fans of Lindsey
Hutchinson and Cathy Sharp. 'A touching and powerful new novel from a wonderful
writer' - Bookseller Alex never stood a chance. After one 'accident' too many, he's taken
into care aged four. Although his mother promises to get him back, he's adopted by a
childless couple and renamed Franky. It should be a fresh start, but his new dad has a
twisted idea of fatherhood. Abused and alone, Franky escapes - but his freedom is
short-lived, and after a series of foster homes no one can get through to him. He says
he's 'the boy from nowhere', but deep down he's still waiting for his mum to take him
home. Franky slips into a dangerous world on the streets of London, earning a living the
only way he can. One day he might find a way out, but can he ever trust again? What
readers are saying about The Boy From Nowhere: 'You read the whole book waiting for
a happy ending... When I finished the book I cried and cried and it has remained in my
thoughts ever since. What an amazing author Rosie Goodwin is to be able to do that. I
find myself really caring about what happens to the people she writes about' 'What a
great read this was! With Rosie Goodwin you never know what to expect, apart from
the fact that it will be a fantastic read! This is a very sad story with quite a twist... You
won't be able to put this down once you start reading it!' 'One of the best books I have
ever read. So far everyone of Rosie Goodwin's books have been brilliant reads, but this
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one surpassed them all'
Boxed Set contains Mass Market Paperback editions of The Shadow Rising, The Fires of
Heaven, and Lord of Chaos, books four through six of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time
series. The Shadow Rising The seals of Shayol Ghul are weak now, and the Dark One
reaches out. The Shadow is rising to cover humankind. In Tar Valon, Min sees portents of
hideous doom. Will the White Tower itself be broken? In the Two Rivers, the Whitecloaks ride
in pursuit of a man with golden eyes, and in pursuit of the Dragon Reborn. In Cantorin, among
the Sea Folk, High Lady Suroth plans the return of the Seanchan armies to the mainland. In
the Stone of Tear, the Lord Dragon considers his next move. It will be something no one
expects, not the Black Ajah, not Tairen nobles, not Aes Sedai, not Egwene or Elayne or
Nynaeve. Against the Shadow rising stands the Dragon Reborn..... The Fires of Heaven In this
sequel to the phenomenal New York Times bestseller The Shadow Rising, Robert Jordan
again plunges us into his extraordinarily rich, totally unforgettable world: ...Into the forbidden
city of Rhuidean, where Rand al'Thor, now the Dragon Reborn, must conceal his present
endeavor from all about him, even Egwene and Moiraine. ...Into the Amyrlin's study in the
White Tower, where the Amyrlin, Elaida do Avriny a'Roihan, is weaving new plans. ...Into the
luxurious hidden chamber where the Forsaken Rahvin is meeting with three of his fellows to
ensure their ultimate victory over the Dragon. ...Into the Queen's court in Caemlyn, where
Morgase is curiously in thrall to the handsome Lord Gaebril. For once the dragon walks the
land, the fires of heaven fall where they will, until all men's lives are ablaze. And in Shayol
Ghul, the Dark One stirs... Lord of Chaos In this sequel to the phenomenal New York Times
bestseller The Fires of Heaven, we plunge again into Robert Jordan's extraordinarily rich,
totally unforgettable world: On the slopes of Shayol Ghul, the Myrddraal swords are forged,
and the sky is not the sky of this world; In Salidar the White Tower in exile prepares an
embassy to Caemlyn, where Rand Al'Thor, the Dragon Reborn, holds the throne--and where
an unexpected visitor may change the world.... In Emond's Field, Perrin Goldeneyes, Lord of
the Two Rivers, feels the pull of ta'veren to ta'veren and prepares to march.... Morgase of
Caemlyn finds a most unexpected, and quite unwelcome, ally....And south lies Illian, where
Sammael holds sway....
Se7en meets The Silence of the Lambs in this dark and twisting novel from the author Jeffery
Deaver called “a talented writer with a delightfully devious mind.” Two days to save her . . .
For over five years, the Four Monkey Killer has terrorized the residents of Chicago. When his
body is found, the police quickly realize he was on his way to deliver one final message, one
which proves he has taken another victim who may still be alive. One day . . . As the lead
investigator on the 4MK task force, Detective Sam Porter knows that even in death, the killer is
far from finished. When he discovers a personal diary in the jacket pocket of the body, Porter
finds himself caught up in the mind of a psychopath, unraveling a twisted history in hopes of
finding one last girl, all while struggling with personal demons of his own. Zero. With only a
handful of clues, the elusive killer’s identity remains a mystery. Time is running out as the Four
Monkey Killer taunts from beyond the grave in this masterfully written fast-paced thriller.
“Creepy, scary . . . and impossible to put down! The Fourth Monkey is everything a thriller
should be—a must-read!”—Heather Graham, New York Times best-selling author of Law and
Disorder “A twisted, movie-worthy serial killer thriller.”—Crime by the Book
Mary is determined to put her troubled past behind her. As a widow with two small children,
she is desperate to earn enough money to look after her family. When she takes a job making
hooks & eyes for the ambitious Mr. Wetherby, she thinks she's found a solution.
To escape her past, a young woman asks for help in the wrong place... Forsaken is a
harrowing and compelling saga of triumph over tragedy that will not easily be forgotten, from
the bestselling author of No One's Girl, Mothering Sunday and The Little Angel. Perfect for fans
of Josephine Cox and Lindsey Hutchinson. Born on a Friday, Sophie Winters has always been
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a loving and giving child, who'd do anything for her family. Yet her father, Bill, has always
seemed to resent her. For her mother's sake, Sophie learns to live with Bill's animosity - until
the night he drunkenly forces himself upon her. Left pregnant and ashamed at seventeen,
Sophie doesn't know where to turn. So when she meets the charming Ben Lewis and he offers
her refuge at his mother's hotel, she accepts. At first it seems that Ben and his mother are
quite the good Samaritans. But there is little goodness in the Lewis' hearts. As Sophie realises
their dark intentions, a web of danger and deceit wraps itself around her. She knows if she is to
survive, she will have to fight for all she's worth... What readers are saying about Forsaken: 'A
fantastic novel!... The characters that have been created are lively and rounded... Once you
start to read Forsaken you will not be able to put it down. It is a real page turner and each
chapter leaves you wanting more. The only disappointing thing about the novel is that it ended.'
'It would normally take me a month to read any book but I could not put this book down. It was
a story line that held you completely with the character Sophie, wishing you could help her
yourself. The ending of the book was so unexpected and made me cry... well done Rosie, this
book was amazing. Well worth reading.'
'Real sagas with female characters right at the heart' Jane Garvey, Woman's Hour If you love
Dilly Court and Rosie Goodwin, you'll LOVE Glenda Young's 'amazing novels!' (ITV's This
Morning presenter Sharon Marshall) 'In the world of historical saga writers, there's a brand new
voice' My Weekly What readers are saying about Glenda's dramatically powerful saga of
secrets, friendship, motherhood, love and betrayal: 'What a gripping writer, pure passion for
her world on every page' 5* reader review 'You are totally transplanted into the life or our
heroine. Wonderful characters and evocative descriptions' 5* reader review 'Unique,
captivating... will definitely pull at everyone's heartstrings' 5* reader review 'She's not worth
more than tuppence, that child!' Those are the words that haunt Sadie Linthorpe. She is the
talk of Ryhope when she arrives there, aged seventeen, alone, seeking work and a home in
the pit village. But Sadie is keeping a secret - she is searching for her baby girl who was taken
from her at birth a year ago and cruelly sold by the child's grandmother. All that Sadie knows
about the family who took her daughter is that they live in Ryhope. And the only thing she
knows about her daughter is that when the baby was born, she had a birthmark on one
shoulder that resembled a tiny ladybird. But as Sadie's quest begins, a visitor from her past
appears - one who could jeopardise the life she's beginning to build and ruin her chances of
finding her beloved child for ever... Praise for Glenda Young: 'I really enjoyed Glenda's novel.
It's well researched and well written and I found myself caring about her characters' Rosie
Goodwin 'Will resonate with saga readers everywhere...a wonderful, uplifting story' Nancy
Revell 'All the ingredients for a perfect saga and I loved Meg; she's such a strong and
believable character. A fantastic debut' Emma Hornby 'Glenda has an exceptionally keen eye
for domestic detail which brings this local community to vivid, colourful life and Meg is a
likeable, loving heroine for whom the reader roots from start to finish' Jenny Holmes 'I found it
difficult to believe that this was a debut novel, as "brilliant" was the word in my mind when I
reached the end. I enjoyed it enormously, being totally absorbed from the first page. I found it
extremely well written, and having always loved sagas, one of the best I've read' Margaret
Kaine Look for Glenda's other compelling sagas, Belle of the Back Streets, The Tuppenny
Child, Pearl of Pit Lane and The Girl with the Scarlet Ribbon and The Paper Mill Girl - coming
soon!
Struggling with the death of his wife in childbirth at the end of the 19th century, John Kerney
gives up his Texas ranch to pursue the outlaws responsible for his brother's murder and
participates in nearly half a century of turbulent history in New Mexico Territory. By the
Anthony Award-nominated author of Dead or Alive.
When forced to choose between safety with the dragon organization Talon and being hunted
forever as an outcast, Ember Hill chose to stand with Riley and his band of rogue dragons
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rather than become an assassin for Talon. She's lost any contact with her twin brother, Dante,
a Talon devotee, as well as Garret, the former-enemy soldier who challenged her beliefs about
her human side. As Ember and Riley hide and regroup to fight another day, Garret journeys
alone to the United Kingdom, birthplace of the ancient and secret Order of St. George, to spy
on his former brothers and uncover deadly and shocking secrets that will shake the
foundations of dragons and dragon-slayers alike and place them all in imminent danger as
Talon's new order rises.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates
of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session.
The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior
to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the
United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837),
and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Aria Saint-James has planned the perfect getaway: sweatpants, takeout and two
weeks alone with her sister and nephew. Nowhere on that list is wearing a low-
cut dress and uncomfortable heels to attend a wedding where she knows neither
the bride nor the groom. Toss in her nemesis, Brody Carmichael, and her road
trip to Arizona is officially a bust. But at least there is champagne. She blames
the bubbly for falling into bed with Brody that night. Enemy or no, the billionaire is
irresistible in a tux. But after their one-night tryst, Aria has no choice but to cut
her vacation short, returning home to escape his devilish smile, vowing never to
see Brody again. Except Aria gets a surprise a few weeks later—she’s pregnant.
When he learns that she’s carrying his child, Brody offers Aria the chance of a
lifetime. The catch? She has to live under his roof until the baby is born. Either
they’ll kill each other in nine months. Or discover love buried beneath their hate.
A mother and son on the run. A new beginning. A past they cannot escape. An
unforgettable saga of love, escapism and intrigue, Rosie Goodwin's The Bad
Apple is sure to leave you hungry for more. Perfect for fans of Shelia Newberry
and Dilly Court. 'Rosie Goodwin is a born storyteller - she'll make you cry, she'll
make you laugh, but most of all you'll care for her characters and lose yourself in
her story. An author destined for the top' - Jeannie Johnson Louise Hart has
endured a great deal of pain from her callous husband Paul, but one cold
December night in 1959 she can take no more. She and her son Davey escape
their Coventry high-rise flat and flee to Tanglewood, the dilapidated ivy-clad
mansion where her mother Dolly runs an animal sanctuary. Miserable and
frightened, Louise longs to turn her back on the past, and create a happy new life
for Davey. But Paul is in trouble with men more dangerous than himself. Unable
to pay his debts, he blackmails Louise and those who love her, keeping a
shadowy presence in their lives. Even the arrival of Charlie Fox, a stranger who
becomes a true friend, cannot guarantee that the future will be safe... What
Amazon readers are saying about The Bad Apple: 'Rosie's writing style enables
you to envision the characters so clearly they seem to be truly alive. She hooks
you in and you can't get loose from her gripping words! This story has surprising
twists also. It makes you laugh, it makes you cry, it makes you think. I'm a fairly
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fast reader, but it took 1/2 a box of tissues and nearly an hour for me to get
through 3 pages near the end of this book because I couldn't stop sobbing!' 'This
is the first book I have read by Rosie Goodwin and to say it's fantastic is an
understatement! I couldn't put it down and it had me reaching for the tissues on
more than one occasion. It's the most believable and touching book I have ever
read'
From the New York Times bestselling author comes a breathtaking fantasy of a
cursed kingdom, warring clans, and unexpected salvation. Bayr of Saylok,
bastard son of a powerful and jealous chieftain, is haunted by the curse once
leveled by his dying mother. Bartered, abandoned, and rarely loved, she plagued
the land with her words: From this day forward, there will be no daughters in
Saylok. Raised among the Keepers at Temple Hill, Bayr is gifted with inhuman
strength. But he's also blessed with an all-too-human heart that beats with one
purpose: to protect Alba, the first girl child born in nearly two decades and the
salvation for a country at risk. Now the fate of Saylok lies with Alba and Bayr,
whose bond grows deeper with every whisper of coming chaos. Charged with
battling the enemies of their people, both within and without, Bayr is fueled
further by the love of a girl who has defied the scourge of Saylok. What Bayr and
Alba don't know is that they each threaten the king, a greedy man who built his
throne on lies, murder, and betrayal. There is only one way to defend their land
from the corruption that has overtaken it. By breaking the curse, they could
defeat the king...but they could also destroy themselves.
THE DRAGONS OF TALON: Once hunted nearly to extinction, they are now
poised to take over the world. THE ORDER OF ST. GEORGE: The legendary
dragonslayers will stop at nothing to wipe dragons from the face of the earth.
These mortal enemies are locked in secret and deadly combat, with humanity
none the wiser. To take her rightful place in the Talon organization, young dragon
Ember Hill must prove she can hide her true nature and blend in with humans.
Her delight at the prospect of a summer of "normal" teen experiences is short-
lived, however, once she discovers that she's also expected to train for her
destined career in Talon. But a chance meeting with a rogue dragon will soon
challenge everything Ember has been taught. As Ember struggles to accept her
future, St. George soldier Garret Xavier Sebastian is tasked with hunting her
down. But when faced with Ember's bravery, confidence and all-too-human
desires, Garret begins to question everything the Order has ingrained in him--and
what he might be willing to give up to uncover the truth about dragons.
‘Absolutely fabulous… Had me hooked from the very first page… Took me on a
rollercoaster of emotions and had me in tears by the end of the book.’ Stardust
Book Reviews, 5 stars A heart-wrenching, poignant and totally unforgettable tale
of a young woman who must finally face up to the secret she has hidden for a
lifetime. A beautiful World War Two novel for fans of Wives of War, Lisa Wingate
and Diney Costeloe, that will have you reaching for the Kleenex. 1943, England:
On a foggy night during the blackout, twenty-five-year-old May Robinson’s
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mother is tragically killed. Heartbroken, May isn’t sure she has the strength to
harbour the secret she has kept for so many years – a secret her mother devoted
her life to hiding, that would tear their broken family even further apart. Vowing to
make her mother proud, May trains to be a nurse at Edgemoor General hospital
in South Shields, against a backdrop of wailing air-raid sirens and the eternal
drone of enemy planes. Tending to wounded, ashen-faced soldiers, fighting to
save lives, May is immediately drawn to kind-hearted Richard Bentley, who works
tirelessly alongside her. He has sparkling brown eyes, and makes her laugh. In
the darkest of days, amongst death and despair, May and Richard are beacons
of hope for one another. But why isn’t he fighting in the war like thousands of
other brave young men? May knows how she longs to escape her own past, and
her mother’s. In this perilous time of such uncertainty, she finds herself asking –
how well do they really know each other? And when the shocking truth of May’s
secret comes to light, just as the war comes too close to home, can their love
survive the impossible? Readers are absolutely loving Our Last Goodbye: 'What
an emotional journey... Had me spellbound... A truly emotional read that had me
shed tears of happiness and sadness… May’s story is one that will certainly pull
on the heart strings and I loved every minute of it.’ By The Letter Book Reviews,
5 stars ‘This book is an absolute treasure beyond words! From page one I
couldn't put it down! May's story of true sadness and loss during World War Two
brought me to tears!… Any one that loves a great historical read will fall in love
with this book immediately as I did!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'I absolutely
loved it!... An emotional, heart-wrenching story of love and loss amidst the horror
of war... Will tug at your heartstrings... Will have you reaching for the tissues
throughout... Wonderful.' Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Oh boy, I have to say
that Our Last Goodbye was one seriously awesome read. I absolutely loved it… Is
exceedingly well written... Unputdownable… Oh my word... Will tug on even the
toughest of heartstrings… My eyes welled up and I definitely needed a box of
tissues.’ Ginger Book Geek, 5 stars ‘Fantastic… Loved this beautiful story…
Fabulous… Have tissues handy.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘An absolutely
fabulous read!... The writing was absolutely wonderful and had me hooked from
the very first page. I loved the characters and really connected with them all… The
story took me on a rollercoaster of emotions, and had me in tears by the end. I’d
love there to be another book to follow up May and Etty’s stories (please say
there’s going to be one!!).’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘I'll say no more
except Our Last Goodbye by Shirley Dickson is a must read for everyone. So
emotional, a beautiful story.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wonderful… Your
heart will just ache… I didn’t want to leave.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Good
job Shirley Dickson… A rollercoaster of emotions – love, relationships, mistakes,
sadness and suspense.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Superb and beautifully
written… Fascinating and insightful… Will completely draw you in and not let go.’
Sibzzreads, 5 stars ‘Unputdownable and emotional… Shirley Dickson has
captured my heart in her stories. Dickson is truly a gifted author who will pull
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every emotion out of you… This one is definitely another 5 star read for me and
another top book of the year.’ Sinfully Wicked Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Just too
good to miss. The story builds to an enthralling conclusion which had me
reaching for the tissues and desperately wanting to know MORE!’ Waggy Tales,
5 stars
WHEN TOMORROW DAWNS is a moving, compelling saga from bestselling
author Lyn Andrews. Not to be missed by readers of Kate Thompson and Donna
Douglas. The war is finally over. But for one young woman, the future is full of
uncertainty . . . 1945. The people of Liverpool, after six years of terror and grief
and getting by, are making the best of the hard-won peace, none more so than
the ebullient O'Sheas. They welcome widowed Dubliner Mary O'Malley, her
young son Kevin and Breda, her bold strap of a sister, with open arms and
hearts. Mary is determined to make a fresh start for her family, even though
Breda is soon up to her old tricks. At first all goes well, and Mary begins to build
an understanding with their new neighbour Chris Kennedy - until events take a
dramatic turn that puts Chris beyond her reach. Forced to leave the shelter of the
O'Sheas' home, humiliated and bereft, Mary faces a future that is uncertain once
more. But she knows that life has to go on . . . Praise for Lyn Andrews'
unforgettable novels: 'A compelling read' Woman's Own 'A vivid picture of a hard-
up, hard-working community . . . will keep the pages turning' Daily Express
'Spellbinding' Northern Echo
"A thought-provoking, poignant and unflinching novel." —Jean Kwok, New York Times
bestselling author of Searching for Sylvie Lee An unforgettable saga inspired by true
events, The Last Exiles is a searing portrait of a young couple in Pyongyang and their
fight for love and freedom Jin and Suja meet and fall in love while studying at university
in Pyongyang. She is a young journalist from a prominent family, while he is from a
small village of little means. Outside the school, North Korea has fallen under great
political upheaval, plunged into chaos and famine. When Jin returns home to find his
family starving, their food rations all but gone, he makes a rash decision that will haunt
him for the rest of his life. Meanwhile, miles away, Suja has begun to feel the
tenuousness of her privilege when she learns that Jin has disappeared. Risking
everything, and defying her family, Suja sets out to find him, embarking on a dangerous
journey that leads her into a dark criminal underbelly and tests their love and will to
survive. In this vivid and moving story, award-winning filmmaker Ann Shin offers a rare
glimpse at life inside the guarded walls of North Korea and the harrowing experiences
of those who are daring enough to attempt escape. Inspired by real stories of incredible
bravery, The Last Exiles is a stunning debut about love, sacrifice and the price of
liberty.
The companion volume to The Earth Chronicles series that reveals the identity of
mankind’s ancient gods • Explains why these “gods” from Nibiru, the Anunnaki,
genetically engineered Homo sapiens, gave Earthlings civilization, and promised to
return • 30,000 sold in hardcover Zecharia Sitchin’s bestselling series The Earth
Chronicles provided humanity’s side of the story concerning our origins at the hands of
the Anunnaki, “those who from heaven to earth came.” In The Lost Book of Enki we
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now view this saga from the perspective of Lord Enki, an Anunnaki leader revered in
antiquity as a god, who tells the story of these extraterrestrials’ arrival on Earth from
the planet Nibiru. In his previous works Sitchin compiled the complete story of the
Anunnaki’s impact on human civilization from fragments scattered throughout
Sumerian, Akkadian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Hittite, Egyptian, Canaanite, and Hebrew
sources. Missing from these accounts, however, was the perspective of the Anunnaki
themselves. What was life like on their own planet? What motives propelled them to
settle on Earth--and what drove them from their new home? Convinced of the existence
of a lost book that held the answers to these questions, the author began his search for
evidence. Through exhaustive research of primary sources, he has here re-created
tales as the memoirs of Enki, the leader of these first “astronauts.” What takes shape
is the story of a world of mounting tensions, deep rivalries, and sophisticated scientific
knowledge that is only today being confirmed. An epic tale of gods and men unfolds,
challenging every assumption we hold about our past and our future.
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in development
for TV! Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has captivated
millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling
characters. The Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and go, leaving memories that
become legend. Legend fades to myth, and even myth is long forgotten when the Age
that gave it birth returns again. In the Third Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World and
Time themselves hang in the balance. What was, what will be, and what is, may yet fall
under the Shadow. On the slopes of Shayol Ghul, the Myrddraal swords are forged,
and the sky is not the sky of this world; In Salidar the White Tower in exile prepares an
embassy to Caemlyn, where Rand Al'Thor, the Dragon Reborn, holds the throne--and
where an unexpected visitor may change the world.... In Emond's Field, Perrin
Goldeneyes, Lord of the Two Rivers, feels the pull of ta'veren to ta'veren and prepares
to march... Morgase of Caemlyn finds a most unexpected, and quite unwelcome,
ally....And south lies Illian, where Sammael holds sway... TV series update: "Sony will
produce along with Red Eagle Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe Judkins is
attached to write and executive produce. Judkins previously worked on shows such as
ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix series “Hemlock Grove,” and the NBC series
“Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and Larry Mondragon will executive
produce along with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber. Darren Lemke will also
executive produce, with Jordan’s widow Harriet McDougal serving as consulting
producer." —Variety The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the
World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires
of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9
Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and
Brandon Sanderson #12 The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory
of Light By Robert Jordan Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson
The World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal,
Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan
and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's
The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rand, the Dragon Reborn, defends himself against the many Aiel who reject him and
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ignites the purging fires of prophecy
From the New York Times bestselling author of Star Wars: Resistance Reborn comes
the “engrossing and vibrant” (Tochi Onyebuchi, author of Riot Baby) first book in the
Between Earth and Sky trilogy inspired by the civilizations of the Pre-Columbian
Americas and woven into a tale of celestial prophecies, political intrigue, and forbidden
magic. A god will return When the earth and sky converge Under the black sun In the
holy city of Tova, the winter solstice is usually a time for celebration and renewal, but
this year it coincides with a solar eclipse, a rare celestial even proscribed by the Sun
Priest as an unbalancing of the world. Meanwhile, a ship launches from a distant city
bound for Tova and set to arrive on the solstice. The captain of the ship, Xiala, is a
disgraced Teek whose song can calm the waters around her as easily as it can warp a
man’s mind. Her ship carries one passenger. Described as harmless, the passenger,
Serapio is a young man, blind, scarred, and cloaked in destiny. As Xiala well knows,
when a man is described as harmless, he usually ends up being a villain. Crafted with
unforgettable characters, Rebecca Roanhorse has created a “brilliant world that shows
the full panoply of human grace and depravity” (Ken Liu, award-winning author of The
Grace of Kings). This epic adventure explores the decadence of power amidst the
weight of history and the struggle of individuals swimming against the confines of
society and their broken pasts in this “absolutely tremendous” (S.A. Chakraborty,
nationally bestselling author of The City of Brass) and most original series debut of the
decade.
Can two people in need of hope find it in the darkest of times? Isabelle La Rouchecauld
wants nothing more than to be safe. A revolution has torn her country apart, costing her
not just her home, but also her family. Giving up on the hope she can ever be safe in
her beloved France, she resolves to travel to England, but her aristocratic upbringing
makes the journey dangerous. When soldiers discover her in the woods near the
English Channel, she has little chance of survival. Michel Belanger has every reason to
hate aristocrats. They flaunted money and threw extravagant balls while people across
France suffered and starved. But when he discovers an aristocratic woman left for dead
in the woods, he finds himself torn. With the French Revolution raging, harboring
someone from the aristocracy means danger for both himself and his ailing mother. But
his conscience won’t let him leave the woman behind. As Isabelle heals from her
attack, she and Michel discover that though they come from clashing worlds, their
differences are no match for the feelings growing between them. But the violence of the
revolution lurks even in the scenic countryside, and soon Isabelle and Michel will need
to decide how much they mean to each other, and how much they are willing to
sacrifice for a future together… An unforgettable story of redemption, faith, and the
powerful strength of God’s love. *Previously published as Sanctuary for a Lady
The Werner family saga continues as Iris and Theo's marriage dissolves, their son
Steve, a political radical, flees from the FBI, and Anna tries to undo the damage of the
past
A 4MK Thriller Detective Porter and the team have been pulled from the hunt for Anson
Bishop, the Four Monkey Killer, by the feds. When the body of a young girl is found
beneath the frozen waters of Jackson Park Lagoon, she is quickly identified as Ella
Reynolds, missing three weeks. But how did she get there? The lagoon froze months
earlier. More baffling? She’s found wearing the clothes of another girl, missing less
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than two days. While the detectives of Chicago Metro try to make sense of the quickly
developing case, Porter secretly continues his pursuit of 4MK, knowing the best way to
find Bishop is to track down his mother. When the captain finds out about Porter’s
activities, he’s suspended, leaving his partners Clair and Nash to continue the search
for the new killer alone. Obsessed with catching Bishop, Porter follows a single grainy
photograph from Chicago to the streets of New Orleans and stumbles into a world
darker than he could have possibly imagined, where he quickly realizes that the only
place more frightening than the mind of a serial killer is the mind of the mother from
which he came.
Experience the epic, sweeping story of Jake and Miranda Harkner from Bittner's
beloved Outlaw Hearts, called by New York Times bestseller Heather Graham "a
wonderful, absorbing read, with characters to capture the heart and the imagination".
Fate brought them together. His past may tear them apart. Miranda Hayes' life was
changed the day she faced down infamous gunslinger Jake Harkner...and walked away
with his heart. Their fates have been intertwined ever since. Hunted by the law, fleeing
across a savage land, their desperate love flourished despite countless sorrows. Now,
twenty-six years later, their family has finally found some measure of peace...balanced
on the knife's edge of danger. Jake has spent his years as a U.S. Marshal atoning for
sins, bringing law to the land he once terrorized. But no matter how hard he fights the
demons of his brutal past, the old darkness still threatens to consume him. Only
Miranda keeps the shadows at bay. But when outlaws looking for revenge strike a fatal
blow, Jake risks losing the one woman who saw past his hard exterior and to the man
inside. He always knew there'd be the devil to pay. He just never realized he might not
be the one to bear the ultimate price.
An accessible history of Christianity places a central focus on its message of salvation
by grace, profiling key figures and tracing how Christianity evolved from the life of Jesus
to the present while identifying the shortfalls of today's believers and churches.
Mississippi sheriff Quinn Colson attempts to root out small town corruption in this gritty
crime thriller in Ace Atkins’ acclaimed New York Times bestselling series. Thirty-six
years ago, a nameless black man wandered into Jericho, Mississippi, with nothing but
the clothes on his back and a pair of paratrooper boots. Less than two days later, he
was accused of rape and murder, hunted down by a self-appointed posse, and lynched.
Now evidence has surfaced of his innocence, and county sheriff Quinn Colson sets out
not only to identify the stranger’s remains, but to charge those responsible for the
lynching. As he starts to uncover old lies and dirty secrets, though, he runs up against
fierce opposition from those with the most to lose—and they can play dirty themselves.
Soon Colson will find himself accused of terrible crimes, and the worst part is, the
accusations just might stick. As the two investigations come to a head, it is anybody’s
guess who will prevail—or even come out of it alive.
Shadowed by the deeds of her past... Assassin Emamori Matsukara has already
broken her code once. She won't let it happen again. After a year away to reaffirm her
commitment to her clan, she returns home to find her leaders forging a disturbing path:
allying themselves with the Faction, a ruthless, anti-imperial organization leading the
country to war. Protecting the clan is her primary duty. Supporting honorless,
warmongering tyrants? Not a chance. Bound by a lifetime of loyalty... To prove her
allegiance, Ema is tasked to eliminate a rogue assassin targeting the Faction's leaders.
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She has no choice but to accept. Orders are orders, after all. But when a high lord
arrives to oversee the mission, he reveals a devastating truth, shattering what she's
always believed about her true purpose. Compelled by the coming storm... A promise is
broken, honor is no longer sacred, and trust is as fleeting as blossoms in bloom. As the
world she once knew darkens, Ema must find a way to stop the Faction from controlling
her clan and fracturing the rest of the country. And the one who can help her may be
the very person she's tasked to kill... For fans of epic fantasy reverse harem like The
Gladiator's Downfall (Kristen Banet) and stories deeply rooted in Japanese history and
mythology like Red Winter (Annette Marie). Immerse yourself in a Japanese-inspired
world of assassins and samurai, honor and intrigue, sentient shadows of death, and a
strong-willed heroine finding her path. PROMISE OF A STORM is the "before the
harem" prequel to the epic fantasy reverse harem series, "Shadowed World Saga". It is
a complete novel with no cliffhangers, and will eventually include multiple love interests
as the heroine builds her relationships over the course of the series. The series is
intended for mature readers due to language and themes of violence, sex, and death. ?
Recommended Reading Order for the Shadowed World Saga series: Temper the Storm
(short story) Promise of a Storm (Book 0 / prequel) Vision of the Moon (Book 1) Books
2 and 3 (forthcoming)
The first in a sweeping and action-packed debut fantasy duology loosely inspired by the
early climbers of Mt. Everest—perfect for fans of Cindy Pon and Alison Goodman.
Kamzin has always dreamed of becoming one of the Emperor’s royal explorers, the
elite climbers tasked with mapping the wintry, mountainous Empire and spying on its
enemies. She knows she could be the best in the world, if only someone would give her
a chance. But everything changes when the mysterious and eccentric River Shara, the
greatest explorer ever known, arrives in her village and demands to hire Kamzin—not
her older sister Lusha, as everyone had expected—for his next expedition. This is
Kamzin’s chance to prove herself—even though River’s mission to retrieve a rare
talisman for the emperor means climbing Raksha, the tallest and deadliest mountain in
the Aryas. Then Lusha sets off on her own mission to Raksha with a rival explorer who
is determined to best River, and Kamzin must decide what’s most important to her:
protecting her sister from the countless perils of the climb or beating her to the summit.
The challenges of climbing Raksha are unlike anything Kamzin expected—or prepared
for—with avalanches, ice chasms, ghosts, and even worse at every turn. And as dark
secrets are revealed, Kamzin must unravel the truth of their mission and of her
companions—while surviving the deadliest climb she has ever faced.
"This is a long, emotional, and adventurous love story about an outlaw who wants to be
a better man for the beautiful and honest widow who is looking for a safe haven."—Fresh
Fiction A decades long love story of two people, united by chance, that proves love's
lasting power and its ability to overcome all odds Miranda Hayes has lost
everything—her family, her husband, her home. Orphaned and then widowed, desperate
to find a safe haven, she sets out to cross a savage land alone...until chance brings her
face-to-face with notorious gunslinger Jake Harkner. Hunted by the law and haunted by
a brutal past, Jake has spent a lifetime fighting for everything he has. He's never known
a moment's kindness...until fate brings him to the one woman willing to reach past his
harsh exterior to the man inside. He would die for her. He would kill for her. He will do
whatever it takes to keep her his. Spanning the dazzling West with its blazing deserts
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and booming gold towns, Jake and Miranda must struggle to endure every hardship
that threatens to tear them apart. But the love of an outlaw comes with a price...and
even their passion may not burn bright enough to conquer the coming darkness. The
Outlaw Hearts Series: Outlaw Hearts (Book 1) Do Not Forsake Me (Book 2) Love's
Sweet Revenge (Book 3) What reviewers are saying about Outlaw Hearts: "This is a
long, emotional, and adventurous love story about an outlaw who wants to be a better
man for the beautiful and honest widow who is looking for a safe haven."—Fresh Fiction
"...an emotional roller coaster as I got to know the characters through their pasts, their
present and as they looked toward their future."—Romance Junkies "It was raw, gritty,
all-consuming, and quite possibly one of the best books I'll ever read." "Outlaw Hearts
was a heart-breaking, toe-curling, action-packed story that stuck with me and I would
recommend it to all romance readers who enjoy a comprehensive jaunt into the old
west."
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